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Can the Empire survive its most awesome challenge yet?Aram of theInda, a scattered people,
has seen his lands pillaged, his sons taken and his empire crushed by the all-powerful Jade
Empire. Its numberless armies have crushed the disunited Inda, swarming in from the East.But
to the West lies another power, the Empire, ruled by mad Emperor Bassianus. And something
powerful is stirring in the wild mountains…Power abhors a vacuum, and the Inda lands are now
fair game. The stage is set for a showdown of cataclysmic proportions. Aram and his sons will
find themselves at the heart of events that will shake empires to their very foundations.This clash
of titans is the blood-curdling conclusion to S.J.A Turney’s Tales of the Empire, perfect for fans of
Simon Scarrow, Ben Kane and Gordon Doherty.

About the AuthorDr. J. Vernon McGee (1904-1988) spent more than 50 years teaching the Bible
on his "Thru the Bible" radio broadcast. He pastored for more than 40 years and has authored
many best-selling books, including "Doctrine for Difficult Days". --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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CONTESTED LANDChapter 1I have always loved the dusk. It is my favourite time of day, yet it is
also the most saddening. At dusk, the blistering heat of the day is done and we sit, eased and
grateful for the cool breeze the sunset brings. We are no longer in peril from the heat. The time of
back-breaking labour is done. The time to rest is come.But the sun has gone, and though the
heat has gone with it, so has the light that blesses the day. And though we are no longer
labouring, we now miss the camaraderie the day’s work brings. And sometimes the simple cool
breeze is not enough to make the passing of the golden glow satisfactory.So it is with days.So it
is with empires.The world of Aram, rajah of Initpur, crumbled and decayed like the great world of
the Inda around him. His grandfather had predicted the great decay many years before. The Inda
had been a light shining bright like a constellation across the diamond-shaped land, but they
had always been too fractured, too scattered, too diverse. His grandfather had looked both east
and west and seen the eventual doom of the people.To the west the great empire was ruled from
Velutio, where one man held sway over a populace of many millions of people, each with a place
in the system, each willing to fight and die for their realm. To the east lay the Jade Empire – strict
and brittle, but efficient and focused. Two great powers, each the match for the other, but each
ever hungry for more land and power, more resources and glory. Aram’s grandfather had looked
at the old map painted on the wall of the throne room, where his beautiful, small land of Initpur
shone like a facet near the top of that diamond, pressed upon from both sides by those empires.
And he had predicted the great decay.‘There cannot be two masters of the world, Aram,’ he had
said. ‘And both of these emperors are determined to be just that. One day they will go to war, and
if anyone survives, they will inherit the world. But no matter who dies and who survives, the Inda
will not live to see it. We will be the first true casualty of their war.’‘But why, Grandfather?’ Aram
has asked earnestly – he had always been an earnest boy.‘Because we lie between them, Aram.
So do the horse lords across the northern mountains, but traversing the great steppe with an
army would be a formidable undertaking, with little to no support or forage, and blood-
maddened nomads picking at the army. No. Because the lands of the Inda are rich in food and
spice and minerals, it will begin with us. If only we were as focused as they, that we might hope
to defend ourselves against such a fate.’Aram had not realised his grandfather had had the gift of
prophecy, but it seemed he did. It had begun to happen during the reign of the next rajah of
Initpur, Aram’s father. It had come not from the western empire, which seemed to look inwards
and was content with its river border and watching the Inda world curiously. It had come from the
Jade Empire.It began as raids. Officially, in that officious eastern realm, it was called ‘righteous
forage’, as if simple banditry could ever be righteous. The first Inda ruler to experience the



‘foragers’ took offence. He was only a minor rajah of one of the remote border lands, with a royal
guard of less than a hundred warriors at his command, but the Jade Empire’s forage party was
half that. He sent out his men and expelled the enemy from his land. His world lasted twelve
more days. His people were still celebrating their victory when the forces of the Jade Emperor
came for him. They poured across the border in their thousands. And in three days an entire Inda
kingdom was gone. Utterly gone. The people were killed and burned and buried in pits, be they
high-born or low, worker or scribe, woman or child. The animals were corralled, the crops
gathered and the stores emptied, all of it loaded into carts and taken back east. Then the
buildings of the kingdom, even the palace, were systematically ground into dust. Nothing
remained to mark the passing of that poor, deluded, defiant rajah except the temple. They left
just the temple and its blind priest. No one, even the Jade Empire, was willing to risk angering a
god.‘Why can we not create a grand army and fight them?’ Aram had asked his father when the
news came in.‘The Jade Emperor’s forces are like the sea, Aram,’ his father said sadly. ‘Vast and
unchainable, while the rajahs of the Inda are like beautiful, colourful fish. How can fish hold back
the sea?’‘I do not understand, Father.’‘Do you know what “Inda” means, Aram?’Aram shook his
head in confusion.‘In the old language of our people, in the days when the gods led the way,
“Inda” was the word for “people”. We are not an empire, you see. We are just “the people”. And
the lands of the Inda are just the lands of the people. There are many rajahs, major and minor,
but we are no more capable of becoming one great force than a field of peacocks can become
one giant peacock. No man can bring the Inda together, and that is an essential part of who we
are. It is also the cause of our doom, as your grandfather understood.’Aram nodded. He
understood too. It saddened him, but he understood.The years passed and things changed, but
only for the worse. Rajahs across the north began to draw their people into their fortresses when
Jade Empire forage parties were spotted in the area. The invaders were left free to ravage the
land. Then, in a fatally short-sighted move, one minor rajah offered to pay the forage party to
spare his realm. They accepted the bribe with relish, and the Inda lord smiled with relief. Until
they came back the next year and the price rose.The same offer was made to other rajahs. It
was called tribute, though that was just a hollow word that masked the truth: extortion. Rajahs
began to pay whatever they could, and often more than they could, to save themselves, their
lands and their people, from the Jade Empire. And so began the tribute system that gradually
weakened and destroyed what strength the Inda could claim.Aram’s father died in the autumn
one year with a satisfied smile on his face. Aram couldn’t help but resent that, as though his
father had deliberately died while still relatively young, so that he no longer had to shoulder the
burden and could pass it to Aram. And pass on that burden he did.Aram began to deal with the
Jade Empire just as his father had. When they came, in the autumn, he had gathered together
the anticipated value of foodstuffs, coin, metals and livestock. They came, they examined his
offerings, and they left with them. Not always with all of them. Aram was careful to overproduce,
because the Jade Empire was nothing if not precise and rule-bound. If they had stipulated nine
sacks of grain, and Aram had produced eleven, they would take the nine and leave the rest. But



woe betide those rajahs who fell short of their quota. There were such stories as made the blood
run cold; the Jade Empire was inventive in its punishments.The seasons turned, and Aram
watched his grandfather’s predicted ‘great decay’ becoming a reality. Initpur had never been a
great kingdom, and was relatively poor, and the gradual rapine of the land was driving the
people into utter poverty.Aram became a greybeard early, his sons growing into men young.
They watched with dismay as their father had the palace stripped of its gold ornamentation and
had it melted down and recast as ingots for the tribute. Anything of value was sold or
repurposed. Initpur became Init-poor.Thus it was that the day Aram’s heart began to die, he was
standing in a room devoid of wealth and grandeur. A world of faded opulence. Much of the
room’s paint had flaked away and had not been replaced. There were threadbare patches in the
rich carpets. The tables showed signs of wear, were chipped and scratched and poor. The
statues of the gods had been the last to go, melted down in a moment of dreadful impiety
because, as the poor rajah had said to his sons, he needed to protect his people more than to
honour the gods.The forage party entered the hall, straight-backed and gleaming in shining
black and steel. Their leader wore an ornate helmet and had gauntlets with articulated fingers, a
cloak of shimmering grey flicking behind him as he moved. He had twenty men with him, and a
gang of slaves with the carts who had remained in the courtyard outside, loading the various
goods. In the hall was the chest of coins and ingots and the manifest. Aram nodded at his vizier,
who passed the list across to the imperial commander.The officer peered at the paper, his eyes
burning like white phosphor through the small holes in his face mask. He made an unimpressed
sound, thrust the records back at the vizier and ripped off his helmet, passing it to one of his
men. He was a tall and elegant man with sharp cheekbones and a pointed chin that reminded
Aram of one of the many devils he had seen in old books.‘You are short.’Aram had been
prepared. He’d known what was coming.‘It has been a poor harvest, and the copper in the
Ushan valley is exhausted. There is nothing we can gather. But I have two offers for you. Either a
promissory document for your records to provide the shortfall during the next tribute, or the three
elephants we have used in the copper valley. They are still young and strong and can be put to
work. They would make a more than adequate replacement for the shortfall, I’m sure.’The officer
shook his head. ‘That is not in my orders. I am required to return with the requisite supplies or
their value in certain other goods. There is no mention of promises or elephants. My men will
search your palace and villages and remove anything that fits our list.’Aram stood for a long
moment, clenching and unclenching his fists. The old anger over the decline of his world was
settling into him, but he caught sight of his three sons, standing at the side of the hall, along with
his wife, and the realisation that he was helpless pervaded him. He nodded.For more than an
hour, the forage party ransacked Aram’s world, seeking out anything they could use to fill the
shortfall. Aram watched as even items of purely sentimental value were ransacked, their
monetary value irrelevant when placed against the ledger of the Jade Empire. His wife’s wedding
gifts. His own childhood mementoes. Everything of value. Everything of no value. Everything. It
brought tears to Aram’s eyes, but he would not cry. He would not cry, for the boys were watching.



There was no helping any of this, and resistance would mean nought but disaster, so the boys
must not be driven to intervene. But his wife’s wedding gifts, for the love of the six sacred
wonders? Aram stood silent, proud, as his world was torn apart.Finally, under the steady gaze of
the rajah and his council and family, the imperial officer and his men reconvened, carrying in a
collection of goods. Aram saw with dismay the last few valuables he owned in the world being
hoarded by the enemy. His grandfather’s ring. The silver statue of the god of healing that had
saved his ancestor from the plague that had slighted half the world at that time. A sword that had
belonged to Jirish, the slayer of demons. His son’s birth gift, a peacock made of jade and gold.
Four things only. They had been well hidden.‘This is still not enough,’ the officer announced.
‘What else have you hidden away?’‘Nothing,’ Aram said in a broken voice. What could he
possibly have hidden that they had not ripped from him?‘Then there is only one resource left we
can take. The value will be made up in slaves. Fourteen slaves will be required, though if they are
of inherent value, the figures are negotiable.’‘Slaves?’ spat the eldest boy, Jai. Aram flashed him
a warning look, but was shocked at the fire in his son’s eyes. Gods, no! Had he not tried to set an
example of passive resistance to stop this very possibility?‘A resource is a resource,’ the imperial
officer remarked to the eleven-year-old in an offhand tone. He turned back to Aram. ‘In the
interest of a continued beneficial relationship, I will allow you to select said slaves yourself and
deliver them to the courtyard for transport.’Jai had made his move before anyone realised.The
imperial troops were scattered, some outside with the carts, some with the box of impounded
goods, others standing in watchful positions around the room. Aram was too far away to
intervene as Jai leapt forward, ripping a short, curved knife from his belt. He lunged with it,
aimed at the spine of the officer.Always fast, Jai, always active, curse it.But he was eleven, and
not as quick as he thought. And an officer in the Jade Empire does not reach his position
through political manoeuvres, but through war. By the time Jai was a pace away from sinking the
blade into armoured flesh the officer had spun, an arm lancing out. He grasped Jai’s knife arm
by the wrist and squeezed, those articulated plated fingers clenching.There was a crack. By
some miracle of fortitude, Jai did not drop the knife, but as the officer let go, his arm dropped to
his side, trembling.‘Your boy has the stink of defiance.’‘He is young, with the impetuousness of
his years. He will cause you no further trouble. Jai – back to your brothers.’But Jai was not
moving. He was staring balefully at the imperial officer, his gaze carrying two generations of
hate. Gods, no, Jai…‘I think you are mistaken,’ the officer said, meeting that gaze with impassive
superiority. ‘The boy knows exactly what he is doing. And he has fire in his heart, this one. He
knows what the likely consequences will be and yet he continues to defy us, and to ignore the
commands of his father. He will always cause trouble until he learns discipline. I think he would
not last a day in the Jade Empire.’Aram’s gaze lifted to the rest of his family. His wife, Alesha,
wore a horrified mask, remaining still as a statue. Beside her, the youngest boy, Ravi, stood with
a strangely blank face, but his stance was protective. The middle boy, Dev, looked as angry as
Jai, and was shaking gently. Aram worried that his second son was about to join the one-man
insurrection.‘Jai! Stand down.’But still Jai did not move. And Dev looked as though he might leap



forward at any moment to join him. Aram’s boys. So proud. So devoted. So… foolish.There was a
tense silence. Jai struck again, but this time much differently. He waited for the officer to turn his
face away, tossed the knife from his broken hand to his good one and leapt. Still the officer was
far too swift. An armoured gauntlet knocked the blade aside and then reached out, grasping Jai
by the neck. For just a moment, he squeezed, compressing the major veins and the windpipe,
enough to cause Jai’s eyes to bulge and his blood to thunder as his lungs burned hot for
desperate breath. Then he relaxed his grip, allowing both blood and air to flow, though he did not
let go of the boy’s neck.Dev stepped a pace forward and their father’s hand rose sharply. ‘Stay
where you are, boy.’ Then, to the officer: ‘Please, let my son go. I will discipline him.’ Please.
Please let him go. He is just a boy.The officer shook his head slowly. ‘I think not. There is use for
him. He has strength and cunning, despite his youth. But he is defiant and wild. Time in the
imperial academies will either knock out the insolence and turn him into an impressive
specimen, or it will simply kill him. The choice will be his. Your son will be one of the
slaves.’‘No!’The shriek came from his mother, who collapsed to her knees, Ravi hugging her
tight. The fire in Dev’s eyes burned a little brighter, and Aram realised two things: he had lost a
son today, and if he did not restrain Dev, he would lose two. Half a heart torn from his chest. He
could not lose the other…‘Dev. Look to your mother.’That did it. The sudden realisation that she
was on the floor, weeping, shook the urge to act from the middle son, and he joined his younger
brother in comforting her. Satisfied that the rest of his family were safe, Aram could concentrate
on his eldest son and heir. He looked intently at the officer.‘What can I offer you to leave my son
here?’ Desperation now. A coin? A prayer? An arm?‘Nothing,’ the man replied in his unadorned,
offhand manner. ‘I will take this boy and he will be made or broken in the academy. But I am not
an unmerciful man. He is of value to both you and your kingdom, and counts for more than a
common slave. I will class him to the value of four slaves. You may choose the other ten and
assemble them in the courtyard.’‘Jai,’ Aram said, hoarse, his breaking heart audible in his
voice.His pride and joy straightened. ‘I have been given the opportunity to save four of our
people, Father, and that is a noble thing.’Aram cried, then, in front of his court and the enemy. He
could not have held it back. The officer returned to the courtyard with his men. The vizier went to
arrange the requisite slaves, and Aram managed a brief and hollow farewell to his eldest boy
before Jai was marched from the room with his head high. He then consoled the rest of his
family.The forage party left that afternoon, moving on to another rajah before eventually returning
to the Jade Empire. Once the carts had rolled out through the palace gate, Aram standing in the
doorway and watching them take his son, Dev appeared silently next to him.‘You could stop
them, Father.’‘How?’‘We have eighty men. They have twenty. One word to your captain and they
will not leave our borders.’Aram nodded. Clever, calculating Dev, yet with so much still to learn…
‘There are twenty of them here. There are millions beyond the border. Before you were born, a
rajah like me tried to stand up to the foragers. You have been to the site of his palace. It is a place
of annual pilgrimage. You have seen what they did.’ A hollow land, ruined. Obliterated.‘I would
rather fight and be obliterated than simply collapse, Father.’Aram turned to his second son, ten



summers old. ‘Unfortunately, Dev, that is not a decision we can make. As rulers of Initpur, we are
bound to look to our people. And with Jai gone, one day you will succeed me. This will be your
burden to bear. We cannot stand against them, and a grand sacrifice is pointless. It is our duty to
protect the people in our care as long as we can. Always remember that.’But Dev did not. He did
not agree. Shunning his father’s advice, the next day he took a horse and two of the palace
guards and rode away without permission. He visited three other rajahs in the area over many
days as Aram fretted in his palace. When Dev finally returned, his father threw his arms around
him and gripped him tight. Never do that again, Dev. I have lost one son…‘You must not make
you mother worry so, boy. Where did you go?’‘I went to find who will fight,’ Dev said defiantly. But
the strength leached out of his stance instantly. ‘No one. No one will stand against the Jade
Emperor. One rajah I visited was still wealthy and powerful, but even he would not consider, even
anonymously, sending men to a coalition against the Jade Empire. Another rajah would not see
me, but his lands appeared to be in a similar state to our own. The third of the rajahs was poorer
even than us. His people are starving and they have little more than a roof over their heads. But
they are grateful! They are grateful for destitution and starvation because they have nothing left
to give, so the Jade Empire now leaves them alone. No one seems to be willing to stand against
this evil.’Aram nodded. ‘I tried to tell you. The Inda will never be an army. We are not made like
that. Your great-grandfather told me once that this would happen. And this is not the end. This is
but the beginning of the end. Soon there will be nothing left to take from the Inda, and our only
value will be as territory. The empires both east and west will come to blows and we will be
trodden down in the midst of the war. It is, sadly, our destiny. Your grandfather was a great
believer in fate. In destiny.’‘I do not believe in destiny,’ Dev replied, defiantly. ‘The future is what
we make it. And I will make it a future for the Inda.’A small thrill of pride ran through Aram then,
but he quickly tempered it. Whatever Dev did, it could not save the Inda. And it would surely
damn him.‘What of the southern lands?’ a small voice suddenly put in. They turned to see Ravi
standing in a doorway. The youngest, just seven years old, had an intensity to his gaze.‘The
south?’‘The sacred lands,’ Ravi said. ‘Men will not go there, I understand. Not even the
foreigners. Is that not a place the Inda could be safe?’Aram shook his head. ‘The peril faced in
the south is very different from the peril faced here, but it is no less real. The Island of Ghosts is
no place for living men.’In fact, it was more than just the island. For a thousand years, the island
that sat off the southern tip of the Inda Diamond had been deserted and shunned by the people,
for the spirits that protected the place drove men into a mad frenzy of self-destruction, and they
would be added to the ghostly ranks of the place’s protectors. But the last hundred miles in the
south of the diamond-shaped peninsula was equally shunned and protected. A line of ancient
markers marched across the jungle, and no weapon was permitted past that line. No man in his
right mind crossed it and, if he did, he was not in his right mind for long. The only humans to be
found beyond that line were in a few isolated monasteries close to the border, where devoted
monks maintained the markers and the sanctity of the land, their faith protecting them from the
madness and the spirits who wrought it.‘No, the lands of the dead are not for us,’ Aram said



again with a shiver.‘Then there has to be another way,’ Dev announced.They hardly spoke the
rest of the evening, sitting through a sullen and frugal meal.The next day, Dev was gone.Aram’s
heart broke once more as the boy’s room was searched. Wrenching. Torn. He had somehow
known it was coming. The signs had been plainly visible had he but accepted they were there.
No. He’d not believed it. That Dev could go too. That he would lose another son. Dev had taken a
horse once again, but no guard this time. At first, Aram presumed he had ridden off again to test
the water with other rajahs. But the note he had left in his room made clear what had
happened.Dev had discounted the south because of his father’s tales of the spirit protectors. He
had discounted the Inda as unwilling to save themselves, from the bitter experiences of his
previous attempt. He discounted, as did everyone, the horse clans to the north, who would never
help, only raid. That left only one avenue. Dev had gone to petition the western empire, in the
hope that they would be willing to do something about the Jade Empire. An old land of legions
and discipline, swords and muscle, to put an end to the Jade Emperor’s masses with their
infamous war machines. Two worlds, similar in so many ways and yet poles apart, who had been
separated throughout history only by the Inda Diamond.Aram had sent out his men then,
desperately, through his own lands and even beyond, trying to find Dev, but the boy was long
gone.Gone.Aram’s heart ruined.The diminished family of the rajah of Initpur lived out the winter
and the spring in misery. Aram was a broken man. His wife had stopped speaking the day Jai
was taken, though it became clear within the next month that she was pregnant. She gave birth
to a baby girl in the late spring, and young Ravi looked after mother and child, protective and
wary.Summer came with an unseasonably long drought. The crops were a poor yield. It was a
dreadful year, everyone agreed, and as autumn came around, Ravi felt a steadily growing fear of
what would happen when the Jade Empire came again.They did not come. Autumn bled into
winter, and the reality hit Aram hard. They were no longer worth looking to for tribute. Had Jai
and Dev restrained themselves for one year, they would all still be here and safe – albeit safe,
hungry and poor.Five more years passed. Aram’s hair turned from grey to balding, sparse white,
though his beard remained long. Ravi grew into a precocious and thoughtful thirteen-year-old.
His closeness to his mother and sister never changed, and Aram watched the boy’s heart
shatter when his mother contracted a wasting disease in the winter and passed from the world of
the living. Ravi found the statues of the old gods that had been gathered around her bedside and
swept them away, declaring them meaningless. His sister lasted only one year longer before the
same illness claimed her.As the body of the six-year-old girl rendered down to ash on the pyre,
Ravi turned to his father.‘This is a wicked world, Father.’Aram could do little but nod. In less than
a decade it had stolen from him two sons, a wife and a daughter, as well as a kingdom, a future
and hope.‘I am leaving tomorrow,’ his youngest son said.No.How.Why?‘Ravi…’‘Please do not try
to stop me, Father. I must go. I cannot be part of this world anymore. I will shave my head and
take on the golden robe of a monk. I will seek peace in holy solitude.’All Aram could do was nod
his understanding. It would be a blow to lose his last son, but how could he deny Ravi this? He
knew, deep in his heart, that the only reason Ravi had stayed all this time was for his mother and



his sister, and the boy might be right that the only place left to find peace was in a monastery.
Certainly even the Jade Emperor’s men were wary of offending gods. They never destroyed
temples or executed monks, even when an example needed to be made for the people. It would
be the safest place for Ravi. And there was no true kingdom of Initpur left for him to inherit,
anyway. Just some fields and some huts and a half-ruined palace full of sad memories.‘Go with
my blessing, Ravi, and I pray that you find peace in your new world.’A family riven and scattered,
a world oppressed, and a heart broken.His last boy left the next day, and the seasons turned
once more. Around Aram, over the next decade, the Inda culture was systematically
extinguished. Even the greatest rajahs were reduced to poverty and squalor. No word came of
Jai, away in the east, or Dev, off to the west. No word even from his son the monk. Aram lived a
life now dedicated only to the survival of the folk in his care.The Inda lived as best they could.
Many continued to survive quietly as peasants. Some took to crime. In the northern mountains,
not far from Initpur, a new bandit leader arose, and men of the sword flocked to him. Even most
of Aram’s guards went to join the growing force in the hills. After all, what soldier wanted to
continue in service to a lord who could reward him with nothing more than bread and a roof for
his head?The time of the Inda was drawing to a close. If all was proceeding as Aram’s
grandfather had predicted, soon the empires would come. Aram listened to the villagers in his
hall prattle on about petty grievances, as though their arguments were not worth spit compared
with what had already happened and what was yet to come. When they had finished and he had
promised to think on the matter, he made the vizier hold the next visitor back and leave him for a
few moments.Once he was alone in the room, Aram crossed to the map of the diamond-shaped
Inda world on the wall. The paint was faded and flaking. With a sad and resigned air, he reached
down and picked up an earthenware cup from a chipped table. Smashing it, he gripped a shard
so tightly that blood dripped from his tight fist as he reached up to the map. With a single swipe,
he carved off the small painted palace that had been the first victim of the Jade Empire, when
they had come in their thousands and demolished that rajah’s realm. He then moved swiftly
through the land, obliterating all those rajahs he knew to have gone, their estates swallowed up
by neighbours who could afford still to pay tribute, others who had thrown themselves from
towers in despair. One by one, he scratched them out of the painting. As he worked, he moved
south, as had the empire. Finally, he stepped back. The only untouched part of the map was
more or less blank – that southern land of ghosts, with the island hanging like a teardrop from
the point of the diamond.More than three quarters of the rajahs had been erased. Only the
richest rajahs remained, or those tenacious enough to live in squalor and poverty, like Aram. The
world had already changed terribly. How long now before even the greatest rajahs were at his
level? Not long. Especially now that many of their men were fleeing to bandit chiefs like the one
in the north.He turned from the map and wandered across to the balconied window, peering out.
His lands contained twelve villages and small towns. The last time any record had been taken,
before the tributes began, the population had been around eight thousand. He would estimate it
at probably half that now. And though they were no longer starving to death or being taken as



slaves, the next stage of his grandfather’s great prediction was conquest.‘I have to save
them.’There was no reply. He was alone in the room. But he could feel the approval of Jai and
Dev at the sentiment. The way the breeze ruffled the curtain beside him made it seem plausible
that somehow they were here in spirit.‘I must prepare. I will have to be adaptable. I cannot see
the future the way my grandfather could, so I cannot plan too precisely. But I need to be ready,
and so do they. The time is nigh.’He strode back across the room and opened the door. His vizier
stood outside, looking surprised at this sudden display of energy by his rajah. It was
understandable. Aram had done little but wallow and mope for years now.‘Audiences are ended
for the day.’A groan of dismay rippled through the gathered plaintiffs, but Aram waved it aside. ‘I
want a full record made of every living soul and everything of value in this land that can be
moved. I want it done fast. We must be prepared if we are to endure. The clouds are beginning to
gather, my people, and they herald a storm the like of which the world has never seen.’And with
that he turned and entered his palace once more, with the spirits of Jai and Dev nodding their
approval as they walked invisibly at his side.Chapter 2The traveller in foreign lands sighsThe
moonlight shines upon his tearsHis home is behind him nowAnd he must move ever forwardThe
Traveller, by Gueng JiJai stood silent and still, concentrating on the blade before his eyes: his
own chisel-tipped, razor-edged straight sword with the silver dragon hilt and the red silk
streamer trailing from it. The weapon of a master swordsman, which he was. But so was the man
he faced. The blade was unwavering, vertical, held in both hands like some sacred icon. The
courtyard was soundless bar the faint whispering breeze that caressed the blossom on the trees
at each corner, four trees of four colours to reflect the seasons and the four branches of
swordsmanship that contained the forms.The man in the demon mask opposite him, with the
archaic decorative armour of an Ishi master, maintained precisely the same pose – a stance that
was as much ritual as it was educational – for the forms of steel had been taught thus in the Zu
Academy since time immemorial.‘Jai!’The voice, high-pitched and sharp as their blades, cut
through the silence like a knife through satin. Jai had been studying his opponent throughout the
long moments, waiting for the call. Many of the opening moves he favoured would not be of use
against this one, either because of that demon armour or because of how he would react to
them. Jai could identify two moves that might give him the opening he needed. One required Jai
to act first. The other, his opponent. Either would be a gamble, but even as he sorted once more
through all the information he had gathered and stored, he decided on the former. The heavy,
bulky lower leg and footwear of the armoured man should hamper his ability to react, which he
would only do correctly if he were inventive and widely read. Few of the Jade Empire could be
said to be innovative. Change was frowned upon.Jai launched forward, sword aloft, now held
only in the right hand, the left reaching out like a mournful lover, caressing the air as though this
were naught but an elegant dance with a blade. Which, of course, was exactly what it was, for
that was what the Zu Academy excelled in. He loped forward in high, arcing strides that were
more akin to gymnastic leaps than steps.The armoured demon moved ritualistically to the right,
one foot stepping purposefully, the other sliding in its wake, the sword spinning in an arc and



dancing out to the left, still held in two hands.The attack of the mountain gazelle met with the
defence of the bending reed.But in the books of forms, of which there were hundreds in the
academy library, there were many minute variations of the standard forms, devised by masters
over the centuries. The demon was rigid with his adherence to the traditional defence of the
bending reed. There were nine variants, but a man who took such care and attention over the
gear of his rank was not a man given to experimentation. And there were so many variants of so
many forms that no graduate of the academy could know them all.Jai did not know them all
either. But he knew more than anyone he’d met. If there is something to know, his grandfather
had once told him, then it is worth knowing it. And so he knew the nine variants of the enemy’s
defence as well as the form itself. And he knew the twelve variations of the attack of the
mountain gazelle.The demon was unprepared. In every common variant, Jai’s left foot would be
the first to plant and brace as his sword came down in a diagonal arc right to left, designed to cut
at waist height and allow the attacker to pivot past and prepare again. This variant was little
understood, drawn from a dusty tome found in the dim recesses of the library’s darkest corner.
Its author was a master who had been taken from the clans of the horse lords many centuries
ago, and was not popular because of his racial origin. But he had been innovative. He might be
shunned as unworthy by many, but Jai recognised value in the unpopular.His left foot skipped
where it should have planted. His right came down and he spun on it, the sword coming round
and suddenly descending from left to right. The demon’s defence was on the wrong side. He
was beaten in a blow and he knew it. To his credit, he did not try a desperate change of defence.
He did not have time, and it would have looked like poor showmanship for an Ishi master.Jai’s
sword swept down and met the demon armour at the join of the laminated wood plates, where it
would have cut the leather ties and scythed into flesh beneath had he not stopped the blade a
hair’s breadth from landing.Carefully, he withdrew the blade and stepped back, lowering it to the
side and bowing formally. The demon did the same, and once the ritual of it was concluded, he
straightened, sheathed his sword and began to remove the helmet.‘You are… unusual,’ the man
said. A compliment or not, Jai couldn’t decide. An acknowledgement of skill, most certainly. Jai
bowed again, and the Ishi master left the courtyard.‘That was interesting,’ said the teacher,
stepping down from the arcade at the courtyard’s edge. ‘I do not think Master Huang
approved.’‘In battle, Master Huang would now be dead and his approval meaningless.’The
teacher frowned at Jai. ‘Survival and victory are paramount, Jai, but it is always better to win with
finesse and an acknowledgement of tradition than otherwise.’Jai shook his head. ‘I do not agree,
master. Respectfully, if tradition gets a man killed, then it is at fault. Victory is what matters.’Oh,
how he and Dev used to argue over things like that. Dependable Dev, who attached such
importance to information and order and yet lost to a well-placed poke with a stick from Jai every
time they sparred. What would Dev say if he could see Jai now?The teacher sighed. ‘You are not
the defiant Inda boy who came to our academy all those years ago. Your captor believed you
would be dead within days and yet you found odd reserves of strength and willpower that have
seen you not only survive but rise to be among the best. Yet there are aspects of you that have



not changed. You are still wilful and insolent. You are lucky to have had me for a teacher, I think.
Many of the others in this place would not have put up with you so easily. Why did you come
back?’It was a good question. Jai had left the academy four years ago, with one of the highest
grades ever awarded. He had been given his pick of assignments and could have entered the
cavalry or infantry, or even the imperial guard, with his qualification. But he had eschewed the
grand and the renowned. He had no wish to blaze a path through the ranks of the empire.
Instead, he had joined the Jade Empire’s scout service and been with them ever since, rising
through rank and reputation with impressive rapidity, but refusing transfers to more prestigious
careers. His had been a successful, but peripheral, career, patrolling the edge of the lands from
which he had come over a decade ago. Once or twice he had considered returning home, but he
was no longer truly Inda and, while he recognised that fact and accepted it, he was not at all
sure how his father would receive it. If his father was still alive, that was.A week ago he had
received a summons from the regional governor, and had ridden to the fortress town of Yuen in
answer. He had spent much of his training time in Yuen, at this very academy, and the
coincidence of his being summoned here was interesting. He was needed at the Palace of Arms,
but he had ridden fast and felt certain he could bend the rules long enough to visit his old
academy. Why he felt the need he could not say, but it was good to see his teacher again, and
the chance to practise against an Ishi master was not something one encountered every day.He
smiled at the teacher.‘I think I needed to know I was still good. Many of my skills are tested with
the scouts, but my mastery of the forms of steel are not, and I feared they might have
atrophied.’‘Clearly they have not.’Jai smiled and then glanced up as the clong of a bell rang out
across the academy.‘I have tarried longer than I intended, Master. I must leave. My compliments
once more on your teachings and patience.’ He bowed respectfully with clasped hands.The
teacher bowed in return and smiled as Jai hurried from the courtyard, through the halls and
corridors and out into the main square of the fortress town. The Square of Four Winds was
typical of Jade Empire architecture. It was, like the people of this land, both hard and delicate,
martial and beautiful. Its smooth stone lines and gentle curves surrounded a flagged square that
showed the wear of a million booted feet at parade. The plants and trees and small gardens
surrounding it were magnificent and well-kept, and only from above could a man realise that they
spelled out the four names of the war gods. The Jade Empire was a place that had fascinated
Jai ever since he came here. He had quickly realised that there was more to these people than
the simple bandits who crossed the border and took Inda goods. They were an enigma and Jai
was not yet close to unpicking the knot of their world.The heavy tramp of many feet caught his
ear, and his interest was piqued at the sight of a spear unit crossing the other corner of the
square and descending the Stone Lion Stairs towards the Gate of the Painted Stars. Like all
Jade Empire units, they were impressive in their uniformity. Each man dressed and armed
identically, moving identically. When one man looked left, all men looked left. Training was harsh
and rigid in the empire’s schools, but it produced soldiers that worked well as a unit.All morning,
military divisions had been moving through the town, and he had passed numerous units on his



journey south to Yuen. Something big was happening, clearly. His pulse quickened at the notion
that he would be involved in whatever it was. It was too much of a coincidence for him to be
summoned to this place where so many armies were massing without the two being
connected.He hurried across the square to the Palace of Arms, showed his documentation to
the guard and was admitted. The building was grand and constructed of dark-grey granite, every
corbel and antefix decorated with lions and dragons, the twin symbols of the Jade Empire’s
westernmost forces. Each office in the building was well signed but it still took him precious
moments to find the room to which he had been ordered. The door lay wide open as he arrived
and he stood in the doorway, feet planted firmly apart, back straight, waiting.‘You are late,’ said
the man in the red and black uniform standing by the window opposite.‘My apologies, General. I
was visiting the academy and a practice bout with an Ishi master overran. It is my error.’‘Ishi
masters are always slow.’The man turned, arms clasped behind his back, and stepped into the
room. ‘You are the master scout Jai of the Inda. You come very highly recommended by some,
while others tell me you are too troublesome. An interesting quandary. Come in and close the
door.’Jai did so, falling back into the same stance as before.‘Why should I choose you above
your peers, Master Scout Jai?’‘To answer such a question, General, I would need to know for
what I am to be chosen?’The General smiled. ‘A good answer. Excellent. We have made a
promising start.’Jai studied the man before him. General Xeng Shu Jiang was a man
approaching fifty summers, his black hair now silver at the temples. He was tall. Jai was tall
himself, but the true-blooded sons of the Jade Empire were not lofty men in general, so the
man’s stature was striking. And there was about him an energy one did not often see in high-
level command, like that of an acrobat tensing, ready to spring. Jai liked him already. Most
importantly, though, the man had questioned him and had approved of his inquisitive reply.
Another attribute unusual among the general’s peers.A quick glance around the room intrigued
him. He had met two types of senior officer in his time among the empire’s scouts. Some
decorated their office with paintings and poetry. They were old-style officers of ancient blood,
who considered it important to proclaim the culture of their ancestors even on their walls. Others
had maps spread everywhere and lists and records in piles. Not disorganised men, as such, but
officers who were as interested in maintaining their army as in commanding it – ‘hands-on’ men.
Both types of officer had their advantages and their disadvantages. General Xeng Shu Jiang’s
office was plain and unadorned, the surfaces clear, all records locked away. It gave away nothing
about the man’s personality, and that intrigued Jai.‘You have a reputation,’ the general said. ‘Can
you surmise what that reputation is?’Jai nodded. He was well aware of his reputation. ‘I do not
know, General, who you have spoken to, but they will have called me insolent, probably
undisciplined, argumentative, possibly even untrustworthy, and proud. But they will have
grudgingly acknowledged that I am also the best at what I do. It is a reputation with which I have
lived throughout my time in the empire.’The General nodded. ‘You missed arrogant. Although
perhaps what you think of as proud, others see as arrogant.’ Jai acknowledged as much with a
nod. ‘Are you aware of my reputation, Scout Jai?’Jai frowned. ‘Little beyond the fact that you are



reckoned the hero of the Shanshan peninsula, where you suppressed the bandit kings in two
months, something no general has been able to do so for centuries.’The general waved aside
the campaign and the compliment as if they were meaningless. ‘I am also highly regarded and
considered troublesome. I have never embarked upon a campaign without succeeding. But I am
unorthodox at times in my approach. I do not like to conform to the rigid rules of our ancestors if
there is a more sensible way available, and you will know, I’m sure, how popular that can make a
man in the empire. I fear you and I are somewhat alike.’Jai smiled then.‘I have a problem, Jai,’ the
general said suddenly, straightening and flexing his fingers. ‘And I fear I need help with that
problem. Help, I think, that you can provide.’‘General?’‘I need to speak plainly with you, Jai. Not
with the formality of office. I suspect that of all the souls in Yuen, you are probably the only one
who can accept that notion without it sending shivers through you. To circumvent the strictures of
social and military formality is not in the nature of the Jade Empire. But then you are not of the
empire, are you?’Jai nodded his head. ‘I am Inda-born, General, and Jade Empire-trained. I am
a child of two worlds, and I would like to think I have taken the best of both.’‘Good. I have been
given a commission, Jai. A task. I received the orders from the hand of the Jade Emperor himself
one month ago at the capital. A commission from the emperor is not something that can be
refused. Not more than once, anyway, as a headless body talks little. I am to lead a grand
campaign. One of the biggest in many years.’Jai felt a chill run through him. A suspicion.‘Yes. You
can see it, can’t you, Jai? You are perceptive. I have been ordered to conquer the lands of the
Inda.’He huffed and leaned on the table. ‘Suddenly you are conflicted,’ the general said quietly.
‘And if you were not, then you would not be half the man I believe you to be.’Jai swallowed. In
truth he had seen this day coming since the moment he had been taken by the foragers.
Possibly even before that. He had put off thinking about it, but it crept into his mind in the dark of
occasional sleepless nights and lodged there. He had never yet reckoned fully what he would do
if called upon to wage war upon his homeland. He twitched just a little.‘I swore to serve the
empire, but to conquer the lands of my fathers is not a pleasing prospect.’The general nodded.
‘And simply because of this potential conflict within you, I am not binding you to my service, but
offering you a place by my side. I will understand if you do not have it within you to campaign in
your homeland, but there is a role for you and I dearly hope you will take it, for I need you, and I
think that you need to be there. But I will not force it upon you. I am not the emperor. My
commissions can be refused without the rolling of heads.’‘Why do I need to be there?’ Jai asked,
more curious than nervous.‘Because there are men who conquer with gusto, Jai, carving their
reputation in the bodies they trample. I am not one of them, but if I cannot surround myself with
good men then I will inevitably end up with their sort, and this conquest could turn into a
bloodbath despite my best intentions. I hope to enclose and add the Inda to the empire, rather
than crushing and occupying them. And I will find that easier with men like you by my side – men
who are clever and innovative, and who have a vested interest in the survival of the Inda.’Jai was
nodding now. ‘I understand. But you said you had a problem. The nature of your officers is not
the problem of which you speak, I think, General.’‘You are perceptive, Jai. Good. Yes, there is a



huge problem here. As a scout who has served on the western borders for the past two years,
you will be as aware as anyone that the Inda have never been more readily conquerable. They
are poor and weak and divided. We have made them so over the decades. This is imperial
policy. It is how we weakened and then annexed the lands to the south-east of the empire, and it
is a very effective method.’Jai tried not to feel the old bitterness rising – the memory of his jade
and gold peacock that had been a birth gift taken away by that forage officer. He kept his face
carefully blank.‘My, how you struggle with that,’ the general said, not unsympathetically. ‘It is a
hard thing, and I am sorry for your troubles. But we all have roles to play in this great theatre of
life. Yours, I think, was defined when you were taken. Now you can use that to help minimise the
troubles for your people.’The general waved his arms, taking in the elegant room in which they
stood. ‘There is yet hope to be found in all of this. The Inda have been all but ruined over the
decades. If they can be enclosed within the arms of the Jade Empire, there need no longer be
poverty and starvation. Instead there will be order and comfort. There will no longer be lords –
the rajahs of old – but imperial governors instead. The lot of the people will be better. That,
though, is in the future. More immediately, we have the tiresome task of attempting to conquer
with care. No matter how much I try to instil control, soldiers are soldiers and armies are armies,
and men will attempt to rob, rape and kill, whatever the orders from their general. This will not be
pretty, but we need to keep control as best we can.’‘Yet this is not the problem of which you
speak either, General.’General Jiang chuckled. ‘Perhaps too perceptive for your own good.
Correct, Jai. I really do hope you will accept a place with me. No, the big problem is what lies
across the world, beyond the Inda.’Jai pursed his lips. ‘You mean the western empire, General?’‘I
do. If their mad emperor – what’s his name?’‘Bassianus, sir.’‘If Bassianus is advised that we are
conquering the Inda, there is a very good chance that he will not let us do so with impunity.
Despite the readiness of the Inda for conquest, I fear our own Jade Emperor has made a
mistake with this policy. We will move across the Inda and take control, but the western empire
will not simply sit back and watch us annexe lands right up to their river border. The Inda have
always been the buffer between our two great empires. Remove that barrier and the two biggest
powers in the world are facing one another.’‘You think there will be war with the western
empire?’‘It is inevitable, one day,’ General Jiang replied. ‘I had hoped it would not happen in my
lifetime, but now I suspect we are about to begin that very process. And the Jade Emperor is no
fool, so I can only assume that this policy and the conquest of the Inda is a deliberate beginning
to the process of taking on the great opponent across the world. There is no other good reason
for wanting the Inda lands.’‘They say the western emperor is mad,’ Jai noted. ‘That he is but a
shadow of his predecessors and is as dangerous to his own people as to others. The mad
cannot be predicted. Perhaps he will not react to our invasion?’Our invasion? Why had he said
that? When had he made the decision that he would be part of it?‘Perhaps,’ conceded the
general. ‘But the problem is that even mad emperors have sensible officers and advisers.
Generations ago there was another mad emperor in the west, and their empire collapsed and all
but vanished under his careless brutality. Yet the soldiers of that land rebuilt it from the ruins and



began a new dynasty that has grown and flourished. You cannot write off an empire because of
one man, no matter how powerful or how mad.’‘The Jade Empire’s army is much larger than the
western empire’s, as I understand?’The general straightened from the table at last. ‘So we
believe, but we cannot be certain of that. The western empire is not as rigidly organised as we
are. And though at times we have had spies in their court, they do not last long, for our people
are simply too cultured and disciplined to pass well as westerners. What we know of their
military and capabilities is gleaned as much from rumour and educated guesswork as it is from
espionage and factual report. What we do know is that they have no knowledge of the black
powder and how to use it in rockets and cannon.’‘Do they have spies in our court?’‘More than
likely they have had, though in much the same way I am sure they would be uncovered and
removed quickly. The westerners could no more masquerade as one of us than we as them.
Such things are not to be known by men such as us, though. We are soldiers. Matters of imperial
security are kept within the capital and the palaces.’There was a long pause once more.‘I fear we
are about to make a grand, world-changing mistake, Jai, and I very much hope it is not the final
one. We must go west. We must take the Inda lands or die trying. We cannot refuse the emperor.
But the stakes are high. If we succeed in doing this without provoking the west and we can
secure the Inda lands, then we ensure safety and power for many years. If we make just one
mistake, we might see a conflagration that ends the world. And as much of this rests upon our
western foe as it does upon us.’The general turned and strode back to the window. ‘Come.’Jai
fell in beside General Jiang, slightly behind as was fitting for a subordinate in the military. His
breath caught in his throat. He had known that units had been gathering, but nothing could have
prepared him for what he was seeing in the valley below Yuen.The entire valley floor was a sea
of gleaming armour. Rank upon rank of infantry in their columns and squares, their banners
hanging limp for lack of wind. Archers in their hundreds, cavalry gathered in huge blocks. Even
rocket units and cannon – twenty cannon or more – sat at the periphery. There had to be twenty
thousand men down there. It was the largest single gathering of soldiers Jai had ever seen.‘That
must be the entire army of the western province, General?’General Jiang laughed. ‘You have
served in the scouts on the periphery, Jai. You have not experienced much of the true imperial
military. This is just one muster. This and two places like it are gathering to form the core of the
First Army. That will number sixty thousand. Two other armies of like number are being mustered
in the northern and southern areas of these provinces. And other ancillary units will be attached
in due course. We will have just short of two hundred thousand men when we cross the border.
And that is less than a quarter of the forces upon which the emperor can draw. This is the
number the imperial court believes to be sufficient for the conquest of the Inda.’Jai’s eyes were
still wide. ‘And is it?’‘For the conquest of the Inda, yes. If the western empire decides to
intervene, then no. Jai, I have officers in place in my force, and they are all men selected by me
and by those I trust. As far as possible, this army of conquest is my own. There is just one place I
have not filled, and that is the position of my adjutant.’Jai’s brow furrowed as he turned to the
general. ‘Adjutant?’‘Yes. It is a position usually filled by a senior officer with a distinguished



career behind him, a reputation for strategy and a bloodline that stretches back to the first
emperor. That is the tradition. I told you I am not an adherent to tradition. I do not need a
strategist. I am a good strategist myself. I do not need a senior officer. I have plenty of them. And
I most certainly do not need an ancient bloodline. What I need is a man who knows the Inda and
their thinking and terrain, a man who can think on his feet and who will aid me in the most
painless, pacific conquest we can achieve. You understand?’‘I do,’ Jai said, turning back to that
huge array of soldiers in the valley. They did not look like an army of painless, pacific
conquest.‘Will you accept the position?’There was a long silence, and the general finally turned
to look at the young Inda scout by his side. Jai nodded. ‘I will.’‘Good. I do not know whether you
still pray to whatever the Inda believe, or whether you pray to the gods of the Jade Empire, but I
urge you to start beseeching whoever it is for their favour in the coming days.’In the valley,
someone began one of the great martial chants of the empire, and in moments the rhythmic
chorus rolled across the valley, back and forth.The music of conquest.Chapter 3From: Gaius
Ancius Veridius, governor of Lappa and imperial praetor of the eastern provincesTo: Orosius
Devinius, senior overseer of fortifications and military emplacementsDevinius, thank you for your
recent reports. They have been most enlightening, and will be acted upon at my earliest
convenience. My predecessor seems to have let matters along the River Oxus run to ruin. I shall
impose my authority upon the border commanders and have all matters set straight forthwith.
Please convey my respects to your superiors.Dev stood patiently in the dim antechamber,
watched over by the serene and rather disapproving busts of emperors, generals and heroes
from a dozen centuries of imperial achievement. He was tired, and not just because of the long
journey from Germalla. He was tired and dispirited. It had taken him years, after his brief stint in
the imperial military, to achieve a post of frontier importance, and that post had immediately
wrenched him from the capital and sent him to the Pelasian border for a year, and then to the
barbarous northern periphery where tribal lords seemed to look down on his Inda colouring just
as much as many of his peers in the empire. Finally, a month and a half ago, he had received his
orders to document the eastern border and the installations facing his Inda homeland, the region
for which he had been aiming all this time, and barely had he reached the Oxus River and begun
his tour there before he received the letter by imperial courier. A summons to Velutio. A thing to
dread, but Dev was too tired to be worried and too irritated at being dragged from his beloved
east to care why.His gaze danced around the antechamber once more. The walls were painted
so perfectly, providing a trompe-l’œil which suggested he was actually in an open colonnade
with wide gardens and lakes stretching away to either side beyond those implacable marble
ancestors who so clearly disapproved of him, looking down their aquiline marble noses above
sneering marble lips.Bastards.But they were strong bastards, and clever bastards. The sort of
bastards he’d hoped to find when he came west all those years ago. He tried not to think on the
fact that one of those faces had been a most notorious slave beater. Every time the subject of
slaves came up, his mind would draw him an image of Jai in chains, defiant. Dev had long since
lost hope that his brother had lived. Jai would never have accepted being a slave, and his martial



soul would almost certainly have led him to do something foolish early on.Dev did not like the
way that slave-beating, frowning old hard bastard looked at him. If he had had an ounce of art in
his soul he would have loved nothing more than to come to this room with a chisel and make one
of the old bastards lining each side smile for once. He was chuckling at his own thought as the
door opened and one of the imperial guard, a wolf-pelt cloak on his shoulder, gestured for him to
enter. As he passed through the door from the dim antechamber into the brightly lit palace hall, a
serious-looking functionary in a rich but plain tunic cornered him.‘Have you been in the imperial
presence before?’Dev shook his head.‘You will not look at the emperor directly unless he
addresses you by name, rank or function. You will not speak unless requested, which I presume
will happen since you were summoned. You will keep your language civil, your speech short and
to the point. Be respectful, address everyone by their rank or position, and if you do not know it,
use “Lord”. Remain standing unless told to sit. Do not cough, sneeze, fart or yawn. Be
unobtrusive and useful. Do you understand?’‘I do.’‘Go in and stand on the green circle of the first
carpet.’Dev stepped into the presence of the emperor, gripping the reason he was here so tightly
in his hand he was crushing the vellum.An imperial summons. No one wanted an imperial
summons. It was said that in the days of this emperor’s grandfather such a command was often
a sign of great things and imperial favour. Quintillian had been a great man. His son Camillus
had started well, but some sickness that laid him low in midlife left him slightly deranged. His
own son died in an accident, and the boy he adopted by his second wife now sat on the throne.
No one seemed to be under any illusion as to how appropriate Bassianus was for the role. And
now no one saw a summons to court as a sign of great things. At best you were used and
discarded. At best…As Dev came to a halt on the green circle indicated, he took in the court
around him, being careful to catch the ruler of the western world only from the corner of his eye
in passing, remembering his instructions. Other men had clearly been directed to similar
positions around the room by functionaries and waited on coloured carpet circles in the
periphery while the emperor and his court held centre stage. Bassianus the Just – the just what?
was the common whispered joke – sat on a perfectly serviceable wooden chair as would anyone
else, not some great gilded throne as Dev had expected. His court reclined on couches that
reached out in an arc to either side of him. The courtiers wore white robes of state, while the
emperor sported a rich purple mantle with gold edging.He did not look mad to Dev. Rich and
indolent perhaps, but not mad.He was a young man, perhaps twenty-five summers old,
unblemished and undeniably handsome, with a shock of white-gold hair and olive skin. He had a
lazy smile as he listened to the droning voice of some official from the treasury who was
concerned with coin devaluation.The treasury fellow finally finished his tedious report and was
dismissed with a bored wave of the hand. The man shuffled out of the room, a slave dumping an
armful of papers on him as he left.As the room temporarily emptied of supplicants, the glorious
son of gods who ruled the west with a capricious hand glanced at the seats to his left.‘I have had
one of you poisoned,’ he said, and stifled a giggle. There was a brief moment of silence and then
this new imperial joke had been aired long enough and everyone smiled indulgently.‘No,’ the



emperor grinned, ‘I am not fooling. One of you will die. This month there was simply not enough
adulation at my officiation of the festival of Solus. I am not pleased. It is a function of my court to
guide the people and make sure all public events are appropriately attended, and you failed.
One of you will die for that. And when Solus is celebrated next year you will be sure to spark a
more appropriate fervour among your clients and their people.’There was an odd silence which
was finally broken by a strangled gasp. Dev stared in disbelief as one of the courtiers looked
down in horror at the jewelled beaker of wine in his hand. His eyes widened as he made
desperate gagging noises.‘Ah, Audens. It was you, then. Good. Your northern barbarian fat nose
always offended me anyway.’He grinned as the poisoned courtier cast the wine cup to the floor,
rich red liquid splashing across the carpets as he clawed in futile panic at his throat. The
emperor chuckled once more as Audens’ legs began to spasm and jerk, lashing out randomly.
Bassianus gestured at the flautist in the corner. ‘Play something jaunty, in time with his dance,’
he laughed.And so the ruined courtier thrashed slowly to a stop, froth on his lips, his distended
and swollen, discoloured tongue protruding, in a pool of his own shit and filth as a poor, nervous
musician tried to keep his melody light for a man to die by.To Dev’s further horror, the stinking
mess was not removed but left there, his peers shuffling slightly away from the corpse.Another
speaker was announced by the monotone court organiser as though nothing untoward had
happened, and the new plaintiff was admitted from another door, allowing Dev little time to
reflect on the dreadful nature of what he’d just seen. This was Utis, a minor aristocrat from the
Gota borders who claimed imperial citizenship but clearly had little in the way of imperial blood.
The borderline barbarian stepped before the emperor, and Dev’s shrewd eye caught three things
in quick succession that struck him as impolitic. The man was not standing in one of those
circles clearly positioned for all non-court attendees; he approached the emperor, looking at him
levelly; and when he came to a halt in the wrong place, he spoke first. Of course, Dev had not
been to the imperial court before, and perhaps the same rules did not apply to all visitors, but
from the slightly uncomfortable shiftings in the posture of the courtiers, he’d be willing to bet they
did.
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James P. Ruff, Jr., “Outstanding ...again!. Great story. Exceptionally well written. SJA Turneys
stories of Rome are great reading, superion character development. I hope there are more of the
same coming”

James Schwartz, “Great read. Great story by excellent Author”

Michael McCann, “Another hit in the series. Another great work in this series. Great writing style,
great writer in this genre.”

Yessir, “Five Stars. Good”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved it.. Loved it. Great story, wellpaced with action and plots. Enjoyable
character from begining to end. Happily recommend it to fans of the series.”

crimebuster, “Five Stars. good reading”

JPS, “Collison and Fall of Empires. This is SJA Turney’s sixth title in the Empire Series and,
accord to his endnotes, the last to be expected for a little while – that is until the author comes up
with new ideas for additional plots. This book’s title – Jade Empire – is slightly misleading.The
book is somewhat about the great Eastern Empire loosely modelled on the Tang Chinese
Empire but with rockets, powder and cannon that the 6th to 9th historical Tang dynasty do not
seem to have had at the time. More accurately, it is mostly about the Jade Empire’s armies, and
in particular the army sent to conquer the Inda lands, after several decades of having pressured
them for tributes. The Inda continent is, of course, loosely based on early disunited medieval
India with multiple rival rajahs ruling the land. The (western) Empire is loosely based on the
Roman Empire. It is ruled by the cruel, sadistic and mad Emperor Bassianus who seems to be
mainly a cross between Caligula and Nero, therefore a particularly unpleasant character as you
can guess.The invasion of the Inda by the Jade Empire’s army triggers the intervention of the
Western Empire’s forces, with the Empire having to strip troops from all of its frontiers in order to
meet the threat and prevent the Easterners from conquering the whole of Inda. The two armies
meet midway at Jainapur, a large city on the main river that bisects the continent, with the only
large bridge crossing over it. Some of the book’s most powerful scenes take place here, in what
is essentially a terrible war of attrition lead by two excellent generals, each of which is a bit of a
maverick to his own side. The endless battle for the bridge, as each Empire calls in more and
more reinforcements, denudes other frontiers to do so and exposes them to invasions, has
undertones of Verdun or Stalingrad, but with stone-throwing onagers and ballista on one side,
and twenty cannons on the other.The book is also very much about a minor rajah and his three
sons, all three of which are either taken by the Jade Empire for one of them or leave and chose



exile (for the two others) rather than submit and pay one ruining tribute after another, year after
year, to avoid destruction. The rajah finally organises the migration south of all his people about
a decade later to avoid the Jade Empire’s invasion and will find both refuge and the origins of his
civilisation in a rather unexpected location.Meanwhile, two of his sons have become senior
officers in each of the respective Empires. The third and youngest has also risen to prominence,
but as the head of an increasingly powerful sect of Sun-worshippers about to embark on a Holy
War to convert the whole world, and I will let you discover the rest of the plot by reading this
interesting and exciting piece of fantasy. Four stars.”

Simon Binning, “Another strong entry in an intriguing series. I will say straightaway that I am a fan
of Simon Turney. He is, above all, a story teller, and his books, whether set in the world of Rome,
or the later Ottoman empire are above all, great stories. His Tales of Empire series is a little
different. The books are set in an imagined past, allowing him full control over the situation and
the narrative. The settings are all vaguely relatable, but he is free to ignore historical constraints,
and set his imagination free.This book is the sixth in the series, and takes place largely in the
Indian sub-continent, at a time when India was divided into countless small states. Aram is one
of these local rulers. His people are constantly under threat from the Jade Empire to the east -
obviously based around China. After being bled dry by tribute demands, the Jade Empire finally
sweeps into their lands, overwhelming them, and every other state in its path.The story follows
the adventures of Aram's three sons - Jai, Dev and Ravi - as they take different paths in
response to the invaders. The story really takes off when the empire to the west - loosely based
on the Eastern Roman Empire - takes more than a passing interest in events in India. Add to that
a mysterious power emerging in the north, and the scene is set for a lot of twists and turns.There
are several strong characters in this story, and it is something of an ensemble piece. At different
times, it is easy to empathise with several of them. It is not a story of good and bad, black and
white, although there are several heroes to cheer, and villains to boo!There is conflict around
family and loyalty, around keeping tradition and moving forward. The main site of military conflict
becomes a sinkhole, sucking more and more men into it, forcing the empires to denude their
forces elsewhere. This in turn leads to potential internal unrest in both empires.But overall, its
just a damned good story, with some surprises; not least, the ending. Once again, the author has
produced a great read; if you haven't read any of this series, I would highly recommend them.
They can be read independently, as there is little or no connection between each book. But why
not start at the beginning? After all, it is a very good place to start!”

Al, “Great. The sixth and (possibly) final episode of SJAT's Tales Of The Empire series and
another great offering.Whilst this is fantasy and pure fiction, it is loosely anchored in reality, with
the ancient Roman and Chinese empires clashing against each other on the Indian
subcontinent.As always, rip roaring action from start to finish, great plot, great writing and a great
read - a worthy conclusion to the series.”



Jenny Birkett, “Very interesting and very imaginative!. Well weaved story! I especially enjoyed
the fact that the author created a tale where he showed the futility of war and destruction and
how sane men fighting on opposite sides  can come together and start a new civilization.”

Mr. Ray. Brown, “Definitely a hard to put downer.. Really loved this tale of the Empire, brilliant plot
coming together flawlessly,swiftly moving the action from place to place keeping the reader
bound entirely in the story, amazingtwists and turns and never sure who the bad guys really
were.looking forward to many more stories from Mr Turney.”

The book by S.J.A. Turney has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 130 people have provided feedback.
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